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› THE LEADING CONGRESS ON STATISTICS AND DATA SCIENCE ◀
What is the World Statistics Congress?

The ISI World Statistics Congress (WSC) is the international leading scientific congress on Statistics & Data Science. It is held every two years, since 1887 by the International Statistical Institute (ISI).

WSC > 4 DAY CONGRESS
Celebrate the world of Statistics and Data Science throughout the 4 days of WSC 2023.

Attendees will benefit from over 200 premium sessions & talks from some of the industry’s most influential names. It will be a valuable mix of high-end content, networking, high speed learning and knowledge sharing alongside a rich social programme.

International statisticians, academics, students, business leaders and thought-leaders will discuss current and future statistical and data science major topics.

TALKS & SESSIONS
Over 200 premium sessions and talks will be presented, focusing on the latest developments in the fields of Statistics and Data science, such as AI, Deep Learning, big global issues, paradigm shift.

Attendees can expect to hear from some of the best scientists in the field, who will discuss revealing research, new trends, insights, visualisations, exciting predictions and more.

YOUNG STATISTICIANS & WOMEN IN STATISTICS
These networking events are dedicated to celebrate and support women and young statisticians and data scientists their fields.

These events feature prominent speakers, networking opportunities, and panel discussions, that will inspired and influence women and young statisticians.

ANIL ARORA
Chief Statistician of Canada

SATELLITE EVENTS
Satellite events are vibrant, pre- and post-congress satellite meetings or seminars organised by the ISI Associations and Affiliates, as well as multi-lateral agencies, international and national institutions, in conjunction with the ISI WSC 2023.

They provide additional information and resources, or serve as a networking opportunity for delegates.

SHORT COURSES
Led by highly qualified instructors, our Short Courses build your expertise and skills.

Whether you are a student, statistician, or data scientist, our Short Courses will help you can enhance your knowledge and abilities at any level.

WSC will offer around about 15 Short Courses on 14 – 15 July 2023.

visit > www.isi2023.org
The WSC 2023 brings more than 2000 statisticians and data scientists from academia, official statistics, health sector and business, junior and senior professionals together, in an inviting environment.

The inspiring and human interactive programme will provide you to learn about the latest developments in statistical research and practice in an informal ambiance. A series of short courses, satellites and other events completes the WSC programme.

**SOCIAL PROGRAMME WSC 2023 • AT A GLANCE**

**OPENING CEREMONY**

The Opening Ceremony will be one to be remembered. It will be officially opened by the National Anthem of Canada, with a warm welcome from influential representatives.

The ceremony will showcase Canadian culture and heritage, performance from local artists, as well as an address from the Stephen Penneck (ISI President) and Anil Arora (Chief Statistician of Canada).

**AWARDS CEREMONY**

At the Awards Ceremony 2023, ISI & Associations recognise, celebrate and honour those who have made outstanding contributions to the field of Statistics and Data Science. A very important award is The International Prize in Statistics.

It is awarded every two years to an individual or team for major achievements using statistics to advance science, technology and human welfare.

**SOCIAL PROGRAMME**

We have a close collaboration with Ottawa Tourism. For our delegates (and partners) we will have special programmes around the WSC 2023 to discover Ottawa, like the WSC City Walk.

**DISCOVER OTTAWA**

Ottawa is the perfect place to experience some of the country’s best attractions, celebrations and flavours in one welcoming city. With its unique blend of urban and rural beauty, year-round outdoor activities, and vibrant neighbourhoods.

**NETWORKING & RECRUITMENT**

WSC offers an unprecedented chance to network and explore career development opportunities, from those just starting out to those with extensive experience.

This is the ideal opportunity to build influential connections. Spot to get your name out there and connect with influential people. Promote your own research and ideas, and form connections with potential employers or collaborators.

**GALA DINNER & CLOSING CEREMONY**

At the end of the WSC 2023, the President and Chief Statistician of Canada will look back on the event, with an eye towards the upcoming WSC 2025 in The Hague. During the closing ceremony, the city for WSC 2027 will be announced and the official handover to the next WSC will take place.

Fantastic food, drinks, dancing and fun will be part of the gala dinner.
The 64th World Statistics Congress 2023, Ottawa

**SHORT COURSES**  >  14–15 JULY 2023

**WSC 2023**  >  16–20 JULY 2023

**LOCATION**  >  UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA

**LOCATION**  >  SHAW CENTRE OTTAWA

---

**2023 is an important year**

After 60 years, since 1963, the WSC is returning to Canada

---

**What to expect?**

The World Statistics Congress is the main arena where the world of Statistics comes together to exchange ideas, network, and shape the future of the statistics and data

---

**Who are the key figures?**

We are proud to present Prof. Robert Groves, Anil Arora, Stephen Penneck, Conchita Kleijweg, special VIP guests, in addition to many speakers & experts

---

**What will happen at WSC 2023?**

Over 200+ premium sessions & talks, future insights, high-profile VIPs, networking and job opportunities, great satellite events, awards, WSC TV, Ottawa tours and more!

---

**Learn. Connect. Network.**

Connect in-person with global experts & colleagues. Network direct with international statisticians, academics, governments, and business leaders

---

**Whats next in 2025?**

The WSC 2025 will be taking place in The Netherlands, notably in The Hague – the royal capital known for its science & tech, data, artificial intelligence, politics, art, beach life, culture, and so much more.

---
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› WANT TO KNOW MORE? CONNECT NOW <

FOR EXHIBITION AND SPONSORSHIP ENQUIRIES
sponsors@isi2023.org

FOR REGISTRATION ENQUIRIES
registration@isi2023.org

FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES
info@isi2023.org

REDUCED FEES? BECOME AN ISI MEMBER
www.isi-web.org

› UPDATE TO DATE? FOLLOW & LIKE <

#isiwsc2023 #isiwsc

WWW
isi2023.org

linkedin.com/company/international-statistical-institute-nl/

fb.com/intstat
twitter.com/isi_wsc_2023
twitter.com/intstat
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